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Abstract
The advancements of mankind led to significant improvements in map understanding and as a consequence twodimensional maps were produced. However, the theory of map projections proved that when three-dimensional Earth is
drawn into a plane surface, distortions occur inevitably. Understanding these distortions’ properties is challenging for
the map-users, especially and more effectively for the general people. This paper aims to make a comparison between
the Kurdish and Hungarian map-users in terms of comprehension of various map distortions in case of small scale
maps. The previous approach of Kerkovits & Szigeti (2018) was repeated among Kurdish people to understand the
influence of the cultural background and education system on the interpretation of map distortions. For the purpose,
surveys were performed which were filled in by a variety of people; and two diverse sets of maps with different
projections were used. Furthermore, the examination of the survey’s outcome applies sophisticated statistical methods.
Keywords: User study, Map projections, Map distortion, Understanding map projections, Map projection and culture,
Map projection and education

INTRODUCTION
Maps can be briefly defined as a two-dimensional representation of the real world to a certain scale. From ancient times,
people found maps handy and tried to visualize their understanding of a regional inhabited area or the world. The
history of maps-making started with simple concepts using simple tools such as stone, wood, metal, parchment, cloth,
paper, and film. The development of the civilizations, then, required more sophisticated concepts, high reliability and
very-well defined maps. With these advancements, the maps were no longer regional cognitive map representations but
the mapping of larger areas and the world in small-scale became necessary.
These desires and the improvement of mathematics science led to the concept of map projections, which is one of the
most important principles of map-making along with scale, two-dimensional condition, and orientation. To convert the
terrestrial features from the curved surface to a two-dimensional surface some mathematical formulas must be used. The
advantage of having a 2D map is that the whole Earth can be shown on a map as two hemispheres cannot be seen at the
same time on the globe. However, the disadvantage lies in the concept of map distortions. The theory of map
projections has proved that distortions’ occurrence is unavoidable. On the other hand, these alternations in the map
properties such as distance, area, angle and shape can be controlled and various types of map projections have been
developed. All these can be classified under the scientific view also known as mathematical cartography.
The other view of this classification, which the research focuses on, is the general cartography or the result of the map
production for the users. The prolonged difficulty of map projections is reflected here more intensively. The problem
arises when various projection types for different purposes are used since the daily users are not necessarily trained to
be able to distinguish and understand the nature of map distortions. This act likely leads the map readers to
misconceptions, for instance, the famous Mercator projection or the Web version of this projection is a conformal
mapping, which causes large areal distortion in the regions far from the true scale latitude.
The previous study of Kerkovits & Szigeti (2018) under the name “Relationships between the Distortions in Map
Projections and the Usability of Small-Scale Maps” was conducted within Hungary. The research paper points out two
important facts, firstly, the frequency of maps readings with some specific properties forms more concrete
preconception of the “right map”. Meaning, choosing to use the right type of mapping is important knowing the fact that
this affects the worldview of map users. Secondly, it concluded that projections are a major factor affecting small-scale
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maps. Besides the aesthetic look that they give, feature parameters need to be considered as they can help to develop the
map reading skills of the users.
A previous study (Ito & Sano, 2011) indicated that the understanding of maps depends heavily on the cultural
background. This was confirmed by Albert et. al. (2017) on a larger sample size. But no study has been conducted to
examine this influence on the understanding of map distortion. Therefore, the previous survey of Szigeti & Kerkovits
(2018) was repeated using the same set of questions (translated from Hungarian to Kurdish) and the same methodology
in a different culture. The purpose of this research is to compare the original results on the Hungarian sample and our
new results about Kurdish readers, to explore how the culture influences the results.
Based on an online survey or test, data about map readers, which are divided into different demographic groups were
taken. The surveying consists of two sets of seven questions, control and test groups, each with unique questions around
the same kind of map distortions. For each question, there were 7 answer options, including an “I don’t know” option.
During these tasks, the participants had to face various types of map distortions: areal distortion, meridian convergence,
antimeridian cuts, discontinuities, curved graticule lines, pole-lines and the curvature of mapped geodesics. This helps
to give an understanding which projections are more favoured by the different demographic groups and later by the
different cultures, and also aids to determine the weaknesses in the map reading and understanding the nature of
distortions and gives insight on how to help improve the map readers’ skills.

SURVEY & METHODOLOGY
Data collection
The process of data gathering followed an online surveying test through a website. After giving an introduction,
instructions, and information, the questionnaire started with gathering data about the participants such as gender, age,
education/qualification, and frequency of using various types of map. The next step performed an automated separation
of the users into two groups: the test and control groups. An algorithm was applied in the grouping process in a way to
maintain a balance of participation between the users under different demographic groups as most probably the same.
The webpage questionnaire link was launched on 06th April 2019 and ended on 26th November 2019. The total number
of participants was 151 and 96 persons were considered for the investigation (55 test and 41 control). The process of
choosing these suitable participants followed some pre-set filtrations such as the conditions of the test completion
within a limited logical time between 2 and 30 minutes. The time limitation was defined by the existing natural breaks
in the dataset.

The participants’ groups
The testers were classified by several demographic statistics as mentioned before. These were: gender (male, female),
age (below 20 years, 21–25 years, 26–30 years, above 30 years), education (primary, secondary, and higher),
qualification in the fields of geography or earth sciences, and map usage habits. The separation of the genders was
unexpectedly unequal: we had 74 male and only 22 female participants. Age groups: 7 participants were under 20, 29 of
them were aged between 21–25, 23 people were between 26–30, and 37 participants were older than 30. According to
the level of education, only 1 of them had primary education, 28 of them with secondary school education, and 61
university student or graduates. Among all of them, only 6 persons indicated themselves as geographers. Regarding the
map using habit, 46 of them were seldom, 28 occasional, and 22 frequent map-users.

STATISTICAL CALCULATIONS
The General Approach
The results were analysed using two approaches. The first approach works with the ratio of the correct answers and
makes comparisons of the percentage of the correct answers among the different groups. The t-test was used to find out
how much the variation was due to the uncertainty of sampling and how much was due to the choice of projection. To
use the method, the data was needed to have a normal distribution, and since the answers were either correct or
incorrect, it gives a discrete distribution. Nevertheless, due to the large number of samples and the central limit theorem,
the distribution can be considered as normally distributed. In this case, the two-tailed (unpaired data) t-test is applicable.
According to this test, if the probability is smaller than 5% the results are considered significant (Table 1).
The second approach refines the answers by highlighting or describing the goodness of the incorrect answers,
presuming these wrong answers are not equally bad. To perform this, the answers were ranked between 1 (worst) and 6
(best), then the two-tailed Mann–Whitney test – hereafter U-test, which is appropriate for ordinal scales was used. The
method used to estimate the probability of a better answer from the control group while selecting one random subject
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from the test and one from the control group, i.e. the better map resulted in a better response. During processing, the
correction of tied ranks – i.e. identical given answers – and the continuity correction were taken into account
(Bergmann, Ludbrook & Spooren, 2000). On this basis, if the probability that the choice of projection did not affect the
response was below 5%, the results were identified as significant according to the U-test (Table 2).
Table 1. The proportion of correct answers per demographic groups. Highlighted results are significantly better
according to the t-test at significance level 95%. The red highlighted numbers indicate significant response, and the
blue highlighted number indicates an inverse significant response (better answer in case of the more distorted map).
Gender
Men

Education
Women

Elementary

Secondary

Geographer?
University

Not qualified

Qualified

test

control

test

control

test

control

test

control

test

control

test

control

test

control

Areal distortion

6.7

6.9

10.0

0.0

n. d.

0.0

5.9

0.0

7.9

7.7

7.7

2.6

0.0

33.3

Meridian
convergence

40.0

69.0

30.0

75.0

n. d.

100.0

52.9

78.6

31.6

65.4

40.4

68.4

0.0

100.0

Antimeridian

33.3

20.7

40.0

58.3

n. d.

100.0

47.1

28.6

28.9

30.8

36.5

34.2

0.0

0.0

Discontinuities

17.8

6.9

20.0

8.3

n. d.

0.0

23.5

7.1

15.8

7.7

17.3

7.9

33.3

0.0

Graticule

73.3

58.6

90.0

75.0

n. d.

100.0

82.4

57.1

73.7

65.4

76.9

63.2

66.7

66.7

Pole-lines

6.7

34.5

40.0

50.0

n. d.

0.0

5.9

42.9

15.8

38.5

13.5

36.8

0.0

66.7

Curve

13.3

34.5

20.0

25.0

n. d.

0.0

35.3

42.9

5.3

26.9

13.5

31.6

33.3

33.3

Age categorized
under 20

21–25

Map usage habit

26–30

Above 30

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

test

control

test

control

test

control

test

control

test

control

test

control

test

control

Areal distortion

25.0

0.0

5.0

0.0

7.7

0.0

5.6

10.5

11.1

5.3

0.0

0.0

8.3

10.0

Meridian
convergence

75.0

100.0

35.0

77.8

46.2

80.0

27.8

57.9

33.3

73.7

37.5

75.0

50.0

60.0

Antimeridian

50.0

100.0

35.0

22.2

46.2

30.0

22.2

26.3

29.6

47.4

43.8

16.7

33.3

20.0

Discontinuities

0.0

0.0

20.0

11.1

15.4

0.0

22.2

10.5

7.4

0.0

18.8

0.0

41.7

30.0

Graticule

100.0

66.7

75.0

55.6

84.6

70.0

66.7

63.2

85.2

63.2

62.5

58.3

75.0

70.0

Pole-lines

0.0

33.3

20.0

55.6

7.7

30.0

11.1

36.8

11.1

42.1

18.8

25.0

8.3

50.0

Curve

25.0

0.0

15.0

22.2

7.7

40.0

16.7

36.8

11.1

21.1

18.8

58.3

16.7

20.0
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Table 2. The results of the U-test. Sign + marks that a projection with more favourable distortion helped, sign –
indicates that it resulted in worse answers at significance level 95%.
Q.

GENDER
Men

Women

EDUCATION
Primary

Secondary

GEOGRAPHER
Higher

Not
qualified

+

+

+

+

Qualified

AGE
Under
20

2125

2630

MAP USAGE HABIT
Above
30

Rarely

Sometimes

+

+

+

Often

1
2

+

3
4
5
6

+

+

7

+

+

-

DETAILED ANALYSIS OF THE ANSWERS
Areal Distortion
For the purpose of the questionnaire, Van der Grinten I projection, which is more common in world atlases, was used as
a test map. The task of the control group was carried out on an equal-area map. To avoid large angular distortions and
confusion of the readers, Wagner-transformed Hammer map was used, (Figure 1).
The results of the statistics for the Kurdish map readers show that there is a high underestimation about map distortion
in case of the first question. Only 6 people out of all the participants (96) gave the right answer “Africa is fifteen times
larger than Greenland” which is about 6.25% and there are no significant differences between the groups. This indicates
that Kurdish participants had strong preconceptions, and did not trust the undistorted map. According to the t-test
results, 7.3% and 4.9% of the test and control group answered correctly respectively. The most common incorrect
answer was “1.5 times larger” with 40% by test group and 26.8% among the control group resulting in no significant
difference.
On the other hand, results of the Hungarian map readers show that 28.7% of respondents answered correctly. The most
common incorrect answer was “five times larger” with 26.5%. In contrast, 31.5% of the control group indicated the
correct response, but 33.3% indicated the incorrect five times larger in size.
To compare, the Hungarian map readers performed better in general and this might be due to some reasons. One of the
main reasons is the difference in education system. From the outcomes, one can notice that the choice of the map
projection had no significant effect among those who only had elementary or secondary education. However, it can be
noticed that considerable differences occurred among participants with higher education. Regarding this demographic
group, the proportion of correct answers were 34.4% and 40% in case of test and control groups respectively for the
Hungarian participants and 5.6% and 8% for the test and control groups respectively for the Kurdish participants.
The map using habit and the cultural background can be another reason. Regarding the people who often use maps,
22.9% of the Kurdish people are frequent map users, while 32% of the Hungarian people are the frequent map users.
Together the education system and the map reading habit can affect the skills and experience in the map reading and
understanding the different distortions. The results also demonstrate that there is similarity in the percentage of the right
answers given by the geographers in both Hungary and Kurdistan Region (30% to 35%), unlike the large variations in
the other groups. Further, the U-test showed no significant response for the Kurdish map readers, in contrast, in case of
Hungarian participants the test showed that primary education, not geographers qualified and seldom map users could
use the less distorted map better.
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Test Map

Control Map

In reality, how many times is the area of Africa larger than the area of Greenland?
A) Both have the same size (1)
B) 1.5 times larger (2)
C) 3 times larger (3)
D) 5 times larger (4)
E) 15 times larger (6)
F) 25 times larger (5)
Figure 1. Test question of the areal distortion. The correct answer is shown in bold, 1 is the worst, and 6 is the
best answer.

Meridian convergence
The question examines the understanding of the meridian convergence on two different map projections, Gall’s
cylindrical stereographic projection, and Mercator projection. The maps are oriented to the north and the meridians are
parallel to the north direction, thus, the user can estimate the azimuth from the angle between the meridian lines and the
drawn line, (Figure 2).
Between the Kurdish test group participants, 38.2% correctly answered the question, however, 70.6% of the control
group have chosen the correct answer, regardless of the level of education. This demonstrates a large difference
between the two groups which is also indicated by the t-test. 29.1% of the test group answered North and 12.2% of the
control group answered East. The results of the U-test show that men, higher education, non-geographers, age above 30,
rare and occasional map users performed better on the control map.
Between the Hungarian participants, 83% of the test group answered correctly. A roughly equal number of participants
marked each of the remaining answers. Conversely, 70.3% of the control group indicated the correct response and
13.5% of the group members incorrectly answered north. For each group, users of test maps with a familiar projection
have achieved better results than those using unusual looking control maps. The U-test value approached the critical
value in most groups, but it was only exceeded among people with higher education and without qualification in
geosciences. These tendencies are the opposite of the Kurdish results: Kurdish participants tended to assume that North
is always up, while a notable group of Hungarian participants were suspecting the meridian convergence even if it
disappeared.
To compare, there is no significant difference in the case of the comparison between the control groups, however, for
the test groups, the results show extremes by the weighted mean of 38.2% and 83% for the Kurdish and Hungarian
testers respectively. This conveys that the known test map help the Hungarian map readers to perform better, thus, the
familiarity of a projection leave a noticeable effect. Map projections with no meridian convergence on the map caused
misconceptions only among the Kurdish map-readers. Despite, in reality, understanding the nature of this projection
makes it easier to presume the azimuth.
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Test Map

Control Map

In which direction is the red arrow pointing in Chukotka?
A) North (4)
B) South-southwest (1) C) East (5)
D) Northwest (3)
E) South (2)
F) East-northeast (6)
Figure 2. Test question of the meridian convergence.

Cut on antimeridian
Most projections display the antimeridian twice on the plane at the eastern and western edges of the map. For this
reason, close points near the antimeridian are shown at the opposite parts of the map, spoiling the visualization of global
relationships. In reality, these points can be connected with a short line but the projection forms a kind of discontinuity
and likely causes misinterpretations.
During the test, Baranyi IV projection for the test group and Ginzburg projection for the control group are used. The
map of the test group has the cut on antimeridian but the control map contains discontinuity at a single point. The
Ginzburg projection was used in oblique aspect to avoid confusing amounts of distortion at the points examined. The
participants had to put the distances of the point pairs in ascending order according to their true distances on the Earth.
Three pairs of points were indicated on both of the maps and two pairs of them or two lines were affected by the
discontinuity according to the test map, (Figure 3).
In the case of the Kurdish test-takers, 34.5% and 31.4% had chosen the correct answer in the test and control groups
respectively and the statistics indicate no significances in both t-test and U-test. Almost the same proportion as of the
correct choice answered for no guess in this question. However, previous results showed that Hungarian participants
chosen the correct answer with the rate of 53.7% and 61.3% in the test and control groups respectively.
The comparison depicts that there are significant differences in almost all the various groups with both of the test and
control maps except for women participants in the control group with the Kurdish women performing slightly better.
Both of the maps have difficulties for the readers, nevertheless, familiarity with the concept of antimeridian and the
used projections can improve the map-users. Studying and working with maps is more frequent in Hungary and this
might have left effects on the interpretation and the results. This is concluded by the fact that the U-test showed
significant differences between Kurdish and Hungarian participants rather among age over 30 and higher educated
groups of the Kurdish participants.
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Test Map

Control Map

Put the distances of the point pairs in ascending order (from shortest to longest) according to their real distance on the
Earth.
A) Auckland–Lima; Dakka–Manaus;
(1)
Midway-Isl.–Honolulu (2)
C) Auckland–Lima; Midway-Isl.–Honolulu;
Manaus (6)
Dakka–Manaus (4)

B) Dakka–Manaus; Auck-land–Lima; Midway-Isl..–Honolulu
D)

Midway-Isl.–Honolulu; Auckland–Lima; Dakka–

E) Dakka–Manaus; Midway-Isl.–Honolulu;
F) Midway-Isl.–Honolulu; Dakka–Manaus; Auckland–Lima
(5)
Auckland–Lima (3)

Figure 3. Test question of the cut on the antimeridian

Discontinuities at the Centre of Maps
These are discontinuities or cuts in locations on the maps other than on the edges of the map such as in the antimeridan
cut to minimise distortions. Depending on their derivation, these mappings are called interrupted or polyhedral
projections. For the test group, Waterman’s butterfly projection was used with properties of favourable distortions. Here
the participants had to evaluate the length of an interrupted section (Pretoria–Tierra del Fuego) taking an uninterrupted
section (New York–Birmingham) as the unit. For the control group, Winkel III projection was used which has
antimeridian cut but the two distances were not interrupted (Figure 4).
In case of Kurdish participants, the percentage of the correct answers were only 20.5% and 6.8% for the test and control
groups respectively, the most popular answer was a slight overestimation in both groups (27.2% and 45.2% answered C,
respectively). Both of the t-test and U-test show insignificancy between the two groups. To make a comparison between
the test and control groups, the Kurdish map readers gave better answers in case of the test map. Some demographic
groups such as geographers in the test map and frequently map users recorded better answers on both maps.
Interestingly, an almost equal amount of the test group participants read the distances directly from the map without any
compensation for the distortion (20.5%) than who overcompensated the distortion (25%), so no clear tendencies are
visible.
As for the Hungarian participants, 39% and 52.2% had chosen the correct answer for the test and control maps
respectively. The most common misconception was that the distances are nearly the same and resulted in 31.6% and
27% of the answers for test and control groups. Regarding the demographic groups, the control group performed better
in all cases. For those with secondary education, this shows a significant difference according to the t-test, while among
men according to the U-test.
By comparing both Kurdish and Hungarian participators significant differences can be observed in almost all the cases,
except for the women and frequent map-users in both maps. By comparing the participants individually and together
some trends can be highlighted and studied. The secondary school students performed better than most of the other
groups and probably this caused by geography, map, mathematics, and geometry studies at school. The theory lies in
that those pupils are involved in a study environment which helps the improvement of interpretation and visualization.
On the other hand, after their graduation, there will be less interaction with the mentioned subjects. Thus, the skills can
be maintained in case of geographers, occasional and frequent map-users because of the more likelihood of reading
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maps. There is no significant variation in the case of women but this might be the result of the low number of Kurdish
women participants.
Test Map

Control Map

Which statement is true considering the shortest path on the surface of the Earth?
A) The distance between New York and Birmingham is the same as the distance between Tierra del Fuego and Pretoria. (4)
B) The distance between Tierra del Fuego and Pretoria is 1.5 times longer than the distance between New York and
Birmingham.
C) The distance between Tierra del Fuego and Pretoria is 2 times longer than the distance between New York and Birmingham. (5)
D) The distance between Tierra del Fuego and Pretoria is 3 times longer than the distance between New York and Birmingham. (2)
E) The distance between Tierra del Fuego and Pretoria is 1.5 times shorter than the distance between New York and Birmingham.
(3)
F) The distance between Tierra del Fuego and Pretoria is 3 times shorter than the distance between New York and Birmingham. (1)

Figure 4. Test question of the discontinuities in the centre of maps.

Understanding Curved Graticule Lines
The task asked the participants to order the indicated points on the maps by their closeness to the North Pole. For the
purpose, oblique Lambert azimuthal projection was used as the test map. An important feature of this projection is that
points beyond the North Pole can be shown since the parallels are closed arcs. The control group worked with the
Kavraysky VII projection, which is one of the best pseudo-cylindrical projections. The advantage lies in the fact that the
parallels are shown as straight lines, hence, the geographical zones are shown expressively, (Figure 5).
The Kurdish test-takers answered correctly (B-A-C-D) by the proportions of 76.4% and 63.2% for the test and control
maps respectively and the statistical tests show no significant difference. As for the Hungarian test-takers, 95.6% of the
experimental group indicated the correct answer, similarly, a high score was achieved in the control group since 92.8%
indicated the correct response, without significances. The Hungarian participants performed better than those from the
Kurdistan Region and the t-test shows significant variations except for the women in case of the test map. The variances
in the scores again indicate the different experience and skills obtained in two different cultures. Moreover, part of the
test-takers were probably misled by the pole-line in case of the Kavraysky VII projection besides of the fact that the
straight parallels make it easy to decide the answer. This might be the reason the test groups performed better than the
control.
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Test Map

Control Map

Put the points in order from the northernmost one to the southernmost one.
A) A B C D (4)

B) A C B D (2)

C) B A C D (6)

D) B C A D (5)

E) C D A B (1)

F) C B A D (3)

Figure 5. Test question of the understanding of curved graticule lines.

Pole-lines
For the experiment, six points were spread North and South on both of the maps and the user has to find out the first
point reached from point A with the indicated direction. The test group worked on the Robinson projection, which was
more challenging. The control group received the Lambert azimuthal projection, which illustrates the polar region
better. (Figure 6).
Test Map

Control Map

Which point would you reach, if you followed the red arrow from point A along the meridian, and crossed the
edge of the map?
A) Back to A (4)
B) B (6)
C) C (5)
D) D (2)
E) E (3)
F) F (1)
Figure 6. Test question of the understanding of pole-lines.
The Kurdish participants scored low for the correct answers with the proportions of 12.7% and 39.2% for the test and
control groups. The highest incorrect answer was D in case of test map with the ratio of around 23.6% (which means
that the participants incorrectly connected the poles). In the control group, a considerable number (24.5%) of
participants marked the point C, in spite that this option was clearly wrong on their map. It is easier to explain, why this
answer (C) was popular also in the test group: the interpretation of the pole-line is not a straightforward task. The t-test
showed there are significant variations in most of the cases, and the U-test shows that men, secondary and higher
education, age between 21 and 25, and rarely map-users performed better on the control map.
As for the Hungarian participants, the test group yielded similar results to the Kurdish survey: Although 32.4%
indicated the correct answer, a similar proportion of participants marked the C and D responses (both 21.3%). The
better results of the Hungarian participants were significant compared to their Kurdish fellows in some demographic
groups. The influence of the gender is not observable on the Kurdish sample, while Hungarian men clearly
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outperformed women on this task. Therefore, the difference between Kurdish and Hungarian participants was
significant among men but not among women. The level of significance was also exceeded among younger participants
and those with a secondary degree of education.
In the Hungarian control group, 76.6% of participants gave the correct answer. The control group results show that there
is a similarity in the proportion of the correct answers given by the geographers in both cultures, this similarity in both
cases indicates the abilities of map reading are almost the same.

Curvature of mapped geodesic lines
The question is related to the curvature of the mapped geodesic lines and the test taker need to figure out which is the
shortest route from Budapest to San Francisco by aeroplane. The mapped image of geodetic lines on world maps may
be extremely complicated and varied based on the projection used: they can be straight lines, simple curves, or a twisted
S-shape along the Equator. The knowledge of this concept is scarce not only among general people but also among the
university researchers (Anderson & Leinhardt, 2002), therefore, it is a challenging question.
Test Map

Control Map

Which is the shortest route from Budapest to San Francisco by aeroplane?
A) A (6)

B) B (5) C) C (4)

D) D (4)

E) E (3) F) F (1)

Figure 7. Test question of the second term of correction.
The percentages of the correct answers by the Kurdish participants were 14.5% and 31.9% for the test and control maps.
T-test results depict there are significant variations in almost half of the demographic groups. Most notable exceptions
are women and frequent map users. The most common incorrect answer among the test group users was C, which is the
straight line between the two points, with a ratio of 52.7%. On the other hand, the ratio of the other answers in case of
the control map was roughly close, even the obviously wrong answers (D, E, F) were popular in the control group. The
U-test result indicates that the participants with age under 20 performed significantly better in the test map which is
opposite the expected results.
The percentage of the correct answers by the Hungarian participators are 42.6% and 39.6% for the test and control
maps. The most common incorrect answers were C in both test and control groups by the ratios of 25.7% and 36.9%
respectively. Here the U-test showed that men and geographers performed better in the test map with significant
differences.
In comparison, Hungarian participants performed better than the Kurdish fellows with significant differences for the test
map with some remarkable exceptions: Among women, geographers and frequent map-users. Nevertheless, there are no
significant variations between Kurdish and Hungarian participants in the case of the control map. By analysing the most
common incorrect answer in both cultures one can observe both resulted in the option C. This is due to that the route
between the two destinations expressed by a straight line with the Miller cylindrical projection, which is similar to the
familiar Mercator projection. This might led Kurdish participants to trust the usual map blindly. This is the opposite
preconception that was measured on the Hungarian sample. The overall analysis of the problem shows strong false
preconceptions. As a conclusion, a specific type of map projection should be introduced to general map users for the
purpose of navigation and mapping geodesic lines such as Mercator projection to avoid misinterpretation.
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SUMMARY
Maps have become an important part of life and it is used by many people of various ages and discipline. Many
researches have been conducted to understand how map-users interpret small-scale maps. Due to the concept of map
projection and its complexity, the importance of “right maps” emerge.
The research discusses the comparison between the results of two surveys which were performed in Hungary and
Kurdistan Region. The statistical outcomes were analysed based on different demographic groups, study systems, and
cultures. The t-test indicates significant variations in many cases, however, some interesting facts can be seen within
exceptions. In the case of the test group, the women participants show no significant variations and in case of control
group four questions resulted in significant differences. It can be also observed that no great differences for the age
under 20 and there are similarities in case of participants with geoscience background and frequent map-users. This
clearly indicates that the observed differences have roots in the education systems.
To conclude, it can be seen that different projections can play a significant role in the map reading and the current map
reading skills need development through different approaches. The map projections need to be classified more explicitly
into scientific view, general, and school system purposes with more sophisticated geography and cartography studies in
the education system. For each class, a list of right maps needs to be determined and familiarized. The first step of
improvement for the Kurdish map readers can take advantages from the Hungarian education system and the way of
cultural usage, for example by pointing out pupils that maps should be interpreted with special caution for the possible
distortions.
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